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ABSTRACT. In this paper,
for a broad class
whose

of solutions

coefficients

1. Introduction.

tion of solutions

equations

to a certain

of first-order

asymptotic

algebraic

algebraic

representations

differential

type of function

This paper completes

in [l] and continued

The class

belong

we obtain precise

of first-order

an investigation

differential

equations

field.

into the representa-

equations

which was begun

in [2].

of equations

that we treat consists

of first-order

Q(z, y, y ) = 0, where ÍÍ is a polynomial

differential

in y and y , whose coefficients

belong to a certain type of function field which was introduced
by W. Strodt in M.
in a sectorial

Such a field consists

region approximately

(1)

of functions,

and investigated

each defined and analytic

of the form

a<argiz-ßei<a+b)/2)<b

(for fixed a and b in (- n, n) and some ß > 0), and has the property that there is a
fixed nonnegative
tains

integer p (called the rank of the field) such that the field con-

all logarithmic

(2)

monomials

of rank < p (i.e. all functions

Miz) = /</0(log

z^Hlog

log z)"2 • - • (log^z)""

for real a. and complex K /= 0); and, in addition,
except

zero, there is a logarithmic

equivalent

(«),

convenience,
rational

monomial M of rank < p which is asymptotically
F(a, b)) which consists

of the sectors (1) as ß —►+•<», (We point out that we are using here

the stronger

growth"

for every element / in the field

to / as z —>oo over a filter base (denoted

essentially

of the form

concepts

of "asymptotically

which were introduced
these concepts

combinations

equivalent"

are reviewed

of logarithmic

(-v.) and "smaller

by Strodt in [7, §§13,
in §2 below.)

rate of

17]. For the reader's
Of course,

the set of all

monomials of rank < p is the simplest example

of such a field.
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In [A], [7] and [lO], first-order

belong to such fields of arbitrary
proved for solutions

equations,

Q,(z, y, y')=

rank p.were treated

which are themselves

asymptotically

monomials over F(a, b). In [3, p. 132], existence
tions of Q,(z, y, y ) = 0 (again for arbitrary
growth than all logarithmic
smaller

monomials

the form exp fW, where W is a function
In [l] and [2], the converse

over

exp /M(z)(l

(These

which are of

solutions

which is asymptotically

was investigated.

a predetermined

were of

equivalent

to a

solution
power

growth, in the special

specifically,

be of the

form

monomial of rank < p and where the
rate of growth than a predetermined

In [2], we treated

solutions

case when the rank of the coefficient

all solutions

of "intermediate"
field is zero.

More

yQ(z) which are defined and meromor-

of the form (1), and which are "comparable"

M oí tank. < 1 (in the sense

M, M «

solu-

which is of larger rate of growth

of z must

which are of smaller

we considered

phic in a sector

the form of arbitrary

In [l], it was shown for

e(z) tends to zero over F(a, b). It was also shown that non-

zero solutions

power of z ate also of this form.

y. «

monomials.

+ e(z)), where M is a logarithmic

function

identically

monomials

to logarithmic

rank p), which are of larger rate of

problem of determining

equations

rank p, that any meromorphic

F(a, b) than

analytic

equivalent

theorems were proved for solu-

monomial of rank < p.)

tions of such first-order

arbitrary

theorems were

over F(a, b), and for solutions

rate of growth than all logarithmic

logarithmic

0, whose coefficients

and existence

with all logarithmic

that for any such M, one of the relations

yQ or yQ ~ cM fot some constant

c 4 0 is valid over F(a, b)).

was shown in [2], that when the rank of the coefficient

It

field is zero, then any

such solution,

which is not of larger rate of growth than all powers of z, and is

not of smaller

rate of growth than all powers of z over F(a, b), must be asympto-

tically

equivalent

over F(a, b) to a logarithmic

it was shown that the analogous

conclusion

monomial of rank < 1. In addition,

no longer holds when the coefficients

belong to fields of rank higher than zero (i.e. when logarithms
in the coefficients).

sentation

Thus the results

for all solutions

of [l] and [2] provide

which are comparable

over F(a, b), in the case of first-order

equations

can actually

appear

an asymptotic

with all monomials

with coefficients

repre-

of rank < 1

in fields of

rank zero.
In this paper, we return to the general case of first-order
efficients

in fields of arbitrary

determine

the form of those nonidentically

comparable

solution

below).).

with all logarithmic

is automatically

with co-

rank p, and in analogy with [l] and [2], we seek to
monomials

zero meromorphic

solutions

which are

of rank < p + 1 over F(a, b).

nowhere zero on some element

However, as we will explain

in the coefficients

equations

of F(a, b) (see §7

further below, the presence

forces us to impose a more stringent

(Such a

condition

of logarithms

on the solutions

SOLUTIONSOF ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
y.(z)

that we treat,

namely that y.

M of rank < p + 1 (in the sense
some branch of y0

be "power-comparable"

that any such solution

with all monomials

that for each such M and each positive

is comparable

with M). Our main result

is either asymptotically
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equivalent

integer

n,

(§3 below) states

to a logarithmic

mono-

mial of rank < p + 1 over F(a, b) or is of the form exp /N(z)(l

+ e(z)), where N

is a logarithmic

í(z) tends to zero

monomial of rank < p and the analytic

function

over F(a, b).
The necessity

for assuming

cated by the following
integer

facts:

the condition

If yQ «

of "power-comparability"

1 over F(a, b), then for each positive

n, yQ " tends to zero over F(a, b).

From Cauchy's

(see [6, p. 309]), it follows that if an analytic
Fia, b), then zf (z) also tends to zero
when the rank of the coefficient
not necessarily

difficulty
constant

function

72, and it follows

(z logz

function / tends to zero over

over F(a, b), which suffices

where z = - 1).

1, and yQ «

of the relation

In §15, we show that the solutions,
monomials.

the property

In addition,

which are power-comparable

whose existence

with all logarithmic
equivalent

form exp /N(z)(l

+ e(z)) where N is a logarithmic

integer

(see [7, §28]) that

integer

a.

was proved in [3], [4],
with all log-

it is shown that there are analytic

asymptotically

zero over F(a, b).

"«"

of being power-comparable

which are neither

with the

1 for each positive

(z) tends to zero over Fia, b) tot each positive

[7] and [lO], all possess
arithmic

field is higher than zero

But if yQ is power-comparable

1, then / = yQ " is «

from the properties

• • • log z)f

for the case
However, it is

(z) tends to zero over F(a, b), which causes

in the case when the rank of the coefficient

(e.g. let f(z) = z'/logz

formula for derivatives

field is zero (i.e. no logarithms).

true that (z logz)/

is indi-

functions

monomials over F(a, b), but

to a logarithmic
monomial

Also in §15, we take the opportunity

monomial nor of the
and f(z) tends to

to correct

three printer's

errors in [2].
In §16, is an appendix
times in the paper.

containing

five lemmas which are needed several

They are put at the end of the paper to avoid unduly inter-

rupting the main line of thought.

2. Preliminaries,
real-valued

(a) [7, §94].

Let -n < a < b < 77. For each nonnegative

function i/r on (0, (b - a)/2),

let T(iff) be the union (over 8 £

(0, ib - a)/2)) of all sectors

(3)

a + 8< arg (z - ipHo)expiiia + b)/2)) < b - 8.

The set of all Tiiff) (for all choices of xft)is denoted
which converges
If W(z) is analytic

in T(xff).

to «> by [7, §95].

Fia, b) and is a filter base

Each Tiiff) is simply connected

in T(ifr), then the symbol

by [7, §93].

fW will stand for a primitive

of W
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(b) Unless

logarithm

analytic

otherwise

in S: |argz|

indicated,

logz will denote the principal

< tt. It is then easy to see that log(logz)

branch of the

is defined

and

for those points in S where |z| > 1. We denote this function by log2«.

By induction,
points

the function

log

.z = log(log

in S where \z\ > e (0) (where

function).

To complete

logarithmic

z) is defined

and analytic

e (z) is the rjth iterate

the definition,

for those

of the exponential

log z is defined to be z when q = 0. A

monomial of rank < p is a function of the form (2) (which, of course,

is defined to be K(exp S._Qa.

log.

.z)).

Clearly,

for any logarithmic

monomial,

there is an element of F(a, b) on which it is defined and analytic.
(c) [7, §ll].

If / is meromorphic

in an element of F(a, b) and À is a complex

number, then / —»A over F(a, b) means that for any e > 0, there is an element of
F(a, b) on which \f(z) - \\ < e. Similarly,

/ —» oo over F(a, b) means that for any

A > 0, there is an element of F(a, b) on which |/(z)| > A. If f and g are meromorphic in an element of F(a, b) with g 4 0, we will occasionally
/ = o(g) over F(a, b) to mean f/g —»0. Similarly,

/ = 0(g) over F(zj, b) will mean

f/g is bounded on some element of F(a, b). From Cauchy's

tives,

use the notation
formula for deriva-

it follows [6, p. 309] that, if / —*0 over F(a, b), then zf'(z)

—»0 over

F(a, b).
(d) [7, §§13,

17]. If / is analytic

F(a, b) means that in addition

in an element of F(a, b) then / «

to / —»0, for all positive

0*/ —»0 where 9-f = (z log z « • • log._ .z)f'

operator

6..

Then f «

g, f »

f/g « 1, g/f « 1, f - g«
crucial

property

integers

1 over

;' and k we have

and where 6■ is the zéth iterate

of the

g, / ~ g and / % g over F(zz, b) mean, respectively,

g and finally / ~ eg for some constant c 4 0. The

[7, §28] of the relation

"«"

is that if /«

1 over F(a, b), then

6.f « 1 over F(a, b) fot all ; > 0. From this it easily follows that if f « M,
where M is a nonconstant
function

relations

logarithmic

/ is said to be comparable

monomial of any rank, then f «
with a function

M . A

g over F(a, b) if one of the

/ « g, / ^ g, f » g is valid over F(a, b). A function / is said to be

power-comparable

with a function g over F(a, b), if / is nowhere zero on some

element of F(z2, b) and if there is an analytic
such that for every positive

F(a, b). (Since two analytic

integer

branches

of which branch is used.)

L(z) of the logarithm of /

is comparable

of the logarithm

on an element of F(a, b), it follows easily

is independent

branch

72, e\p(L/n)

of / differ by a constant

that the definition

Finally,

with g over

of power-comparable

it h ^ M where M is the mono-

mial (2), then 8-(h) will denote a. for j <p and will denote zero for 7 > p.
(e) [9, p. 244]. Let p be a nonnegative

over F(a, b) is a set V of functions,

of F(a, b), with the following properties:

identify

two elements

integer.

A logarithmic

each defined and meromorphic

field of rank p

in an element

(i) T is a field (where, as usual,

we

of T if they agree on an element of F(a, b)); (ii) T contains

SOLUTIONSOF ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
all logarithmic
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monomials of rank < p; and (iii) for every element / in T except

zero, there exists

a logarithmic

monomial M of rank < p such that / ~ M over

F(a, b).
3. We now state

our main result.

The proof will be completed

Theorem. Let fl(z, y, y') = 2. ■>qÍ^i^y'iy')1
y',

whose coefficients

f.. belong to a logarithmic

for some nonnegative

be a polynomial in y and
field of rank p over Fia, b)

integer p, and let some coefficient

Let y0(2) be a function

which is defined,

in §14.

be not identically

meromorphic

zero.

and not identically

zero

in an element of Fia, b) and which satisfies

Q(z, y0iz), y0(2)) - 0.

is comparable

of rank < 0, there is an element of

with all logarithmic

monomials

Fia, b) on which yQ is nowhere zero.
with all logarithmic
two conclusions

monomials

In addition,

Then if yQ

if y. z's power-comparable

of rank < p + 1, then at least one of the following

must hold:

(A) There exists

a logarithmic

monomial M of rank < p + 1 such that yQ ~ M

over Fia, b).
(B) There exist, in an element
logarithmic

monomial

of F(a, b), an analytic

N(z) of rank < p, such that

function

V(z) = N(z)(l

V(z) and a

+ o(l)) over

F(a, b) and y0 = exp /V.
4. Definition.

Let yA[z) be a function which is defined and meromorphic in

an element of F(a, b) and let p be a positive
integer < p, let aQ, a
either

• • •, a.

a real number, + »or-».

exponent
conditions

sequence

integer.

Let q be a nonnegative

be real numbers (if q > 1), and let <x be
We call the sequence

for yQ of length

(a.., a , • • •, a ), a p-

q over F(a, b), ii one of the following

five

holds over F(a, b):

(a) a = p, a.

(4)

is a real number, and for any real number í > 0, we have

(log^z)-^

« y0 « ilogpzYQ,

where

(5)

Qiz) = za°(log z)"1 .. • (log^zA
(b) a = 0, a

= + », and for every real number a > 0 we have y _ »

za.

(c) a = 0, a

= -oo, and for every real number a > 0 we have y «

z~a,

(d) a > 1, a. = + oo, and if we set,

(6)
then for every

ö1(z) = za°(logz)ai...(log?_1z)
e > 0, we have

a

,

<?-I
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W

dog,. ï*)-fQ, « y0 « (log,_ txYQy

and

(8)

y0>>(lo«V)för
(e) a > 1, a^ = -oo, and if Qy is as in (6), then for every

e > 0, (7) holds

while (8) is replaced by

(9)

y0«(l°g«,2)~iÖr
In Case (a) (i.e. where a

logarithmic.

In Cases

the sequence

is nonlogarithmic.

is a real number), we say that the sequence

(b)—(d) (i.e.

5. Lemma A. Let y0(z)

where

a

¿e a function

is either

which is defined

an element

of F(a, b), and which is comparable

monomials

of rank < p, where p is a positive

exponent

sequence

over

and meromorphic

Then y0 possesses

three possibilities.
za for all a.

Hence in this case,
second
case,

possibility
clearly

possibility

yQ «

za over Fia, b). We

If AQ is empty, then by comparability,

we must

(Note that if y. % zat then a + 1 would belong to A .)

the sequence

(+ oo) is a p-exponent

is that AQ is nonempty
z

a p-

a.

Proof. Let AQ be the set of all real a for which y0 «
have y„ »

in

over F(a, b) with all logarithmic

integer.

F(a, b) of some length

distinguish

is

+ oo or -oo,) we say that

sequence

but unbounded

for all a, so (-oo) is a p-exponent

for A. is that it is nonempty

for yQ. The

from below.
sequence.

In this
The last

and bounded from below.

By compar-

ability it follows that if aQ is the infimum of AQ, then for any f > 0,
(10)

za°-e«y0«z°0+£.
a.

We now let A

consider

be the set of all real a for which y. «

the three possibilities

and (10) that if A

Similarly,
exponent

for A,.

Since

z

(logz)

. Again we

p > 1, it follows from comparability

is empty, then (aQ, + oo) is a p-exponent

sequence

for yQ.

if A. is nonempty and unbounded from below, then (a.., -<*>)is a psequence

for y0.

In the last possibility

for A , it a

is the infimum

of A , then for any e > 0,
(11)

a„

z^logz)1

a,—e

a.n

a,+f

« yQ « z "(log z) l

If p = 1, then (11) shows that (a.., a ) is a p-exponent

sequence

p > 1, we consider

the set A2 of all real a for which yQ «

and again consider

the above three possibilities

is easy to see that y0 possesses

a p-exponent

.

z

for yo> If
(logz)

for A2» Continuing
sequence.

'(log2z)a,

this way, it

SOLUTIONSOF ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
6. General hypothesis
tion which is defined,
F(a, b); yAz)
a solution

(for §§7—13).

is comparable

of a first-order

with all logarithmic

differential

equation

7. Lemma B. Assume §6.
yQ is nowhere zero.

from [l, §4].

monomials of rank < 0; y Az) is
ñ(z, y, y ) = 0, where ß is a polyfield of rank p

of Q is not identically

Then there exists

zero.

an element of F(a, b) on which

za over F(a, b) tot all real a, then the conclusion

In the contrary case,

it follows from comparability

fot some real <xn, and in this case the conclusion
Remark.

zero in an element of

belong to a logarithmic

over F(a, b) and where some coefficient

If yQ «

integer; y0(z) is a func-

meromorphic, and not identically

nomial in y and y , whose coefficients

Proof.

p is a positive
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follows

that y0 »

z

is obvious.

Since [l, §4] is valid for all nonnegative

integers

p, it follows

that

Lemma B holds even if p = 0.
8. Lemma C. Assume §6, and in addition,

assume

that yQ is power-compar-

able with all logarithmic

monomials of rank < p over F(a, b). Then if y. pos-

sesses

p-exponent

a nonlogarithmic

last coordinate
function

sequence

is + «>, then there exist,

V(z) and a logarithmic

monomial

of length > 1 over F(a, b), whose

in an element

of F(a, b), an analytic

N(z) of rank < p, such that

V(z) =

N(z)(l + o(l)) over F(a, b) and y0 = exp J"V.
Proof.
a

= + ».

hold.

Let (<xn, • • ■, a ) be the p-exponent

sequence

for y0, with q > 1 and

Then if Q. is given by (6), we have that for every € > 0, (7) and (8)

Now define

wQ = y0/Qy

Thus from (7) and (8), we have that for every

e>0,
(12)

Üog9_ jz)-£ « w0 « (log(?_ yz)e

over F(z2, b),

and

(13)

w0 » (logqzY

In view of (12), wQ is analytic
of the first-order

equation

over Fia, b).

in an element of F(a, b).

By §6, y.

is a solution

ü(z, y, y ') = 0. Since q < p, it follows easily

that

wQ is a solution of an equation,

(14)

AU w, w') = 0,

where

(15)
is a polynomial

AU. w, w') = £gt7.(zV*(tz/)'
in w and w

whose coefficients

belong to the same field as the
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coefficients

of ß, and some coefficient

of A is not identically

zero by [7, §73],

Hence if gk. é 0, then by §2(e), we have

(16)

gk. = %.zflfe>-°(logz)a*>'»... ilogpzfk>ni

+ Ekj),

where c, . is a nonzero constant, where a, ..,»••.
a, . are real numbers and
*;
kiO'
' kip
where the E, . ate elements of the field which are«
1 overF(a, b). Let / be the
set of all (k, j) tot which g, . á 0. We define real numbers

/.,•••,

/

inductively

as follows.

dQ, • ••, r/ and sets

Let

(17)

d0 = max |afe;0 - ;': U, j) £ ]\,

(18)

/„ = {(*, /): ik, j) £ ] and afey0- ; = dQ\.

Assuming

that dQ, • • •, a*m_ j and /0, • • •, /

j have been defined,

where

1<

772< p, let

(19)

dm = max i«fcj.M- /: (*. /) 6 /m. xl>

(20)

/m = {(*, /): U. /)€/„.!

If k is a nonnegative

(21)

integer,

then by (12), we have

w\ = 0((log9_ yz)k()

and if / is a nonnegative

(22)

and akjm - j = dj.

integer

over F(a, (3) for all e > 0,

then by (12) and §2(d), we have for every e > 0,

(u/0'y = ou-'dog z)-'...

dog<?_1«)-'(iogï_ ^yo.

Now set,

(23)

rp(z) = z¿0(log zf1 - - - (log9. 2z)d«"2

if a > 2,

while if a = 1, set rp(z) = 1.
We now consider
For those

the set / - }q_^

and we distinguish

two possibilities.

ik, j) which belong to every set }r where 0 < r < a - 2, but not to

/„_ V We haVe akjr - J = dr for ° * r ^ * - 2> but f*y ■ rf». 1 - <"*/,«-! - /> > °Letting

e. be a fixed positive

(, ./2, and choosing

number which is less than all of the numbers

the arbitrary

number e > 0 in (21) and (22) so that ik + j)e

< (y tot all these (k, j), it follows from (16), (21), (22), that for these ik, j),

(24)

«fcyWoW
î* - 0(Ü°g«- lz)d?" 1_íVW) over F(«' è)'

SOLUTIONSOF ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
where cf>(z) is as in (23).
where

For those

0 < r < q — 2, it follows

0 </<£/-

(k, j) which fail to belong to some set Jr,

easily

from (16), (21) and (22), that for some /,

2, the left side of (24) is
0(zd° ■■■(log/_ yz)dt- Hlog^'"**')

and hence (24) holds for these (k, j) also.
/ - /

j, and hence, since

(25)
H(z) = (log

for some Afe. > 0,

Thus (24) is valid for all (k, j) in

wQ is a solution

Eigfc^K^
d

where

275

of equation (14), we have

<*•J'€Jq-l^ = °MZ>>>

-t

j2)

cf>(z). (We remark here, for future use, that although

both (12) and (13) are available

to us, (13) was not used in developing

Now let r = maxi/e + /: (k, j) £ J

(25).)

j ! and let / be the set of all (k, j) in /

such that k + j = t. Isolating the terms of / in (25), and dividing by wTQ(which
is permissible

by (12)), we obtain

(26)

£
g.iw¿/wQ)> = Hiz) + OÍHiz))/wr0,
(*./)«/

where //j(z)
comparable

= - Sgj. .(«'¿y/uvg"
with all logarithmic

: (k, j) £ ]
monomials

l - >\* Now since

yn is power-

of rank < p, it is easily

seen that the

same is true of wQ. Since j < r - k fot each term in H (z), it now follows easily
from (13), (16), the definitions

of /

, and H, and Appendix Lemma 5, that for
d
every a > 0, the right side of (26) is O((log «)~ "(log
x«) 9_1rp(z)), where cf>is

as in (23). Again using (16) and the definition of /
d

(log

., and dividing (26) by
9~L

j2) q" cp(z), we obtain from (26) that

(27)

£

G,.v{ = O((log z)~a)

(k.i)el

where Ghj = g^*"**7'0
(28)

for all a > 0,

q

• • ■ (log9_ ,«)""«•«-»,

and

v0 = z(log z) • • • (log9_ jz)zz/0'/z2/0.
We now consider

(29)

the algebraic

polynomial,

0(2,)= 23 G..A.
(k.j)el

The coefficients
logarithmic

G, ■ are nonzero functions

field as do the g, ., and clearly

772> q, 8 (G,.) = 8 (g. .) (see §2(d)).

which clearly belong to the same
5m(G\ .) = 0 tot m < q, while for

Let ß and a be, respectively,

the minimum
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and maximum of the set Í;': (k, j) £ I\.

Then 0 is a polynomial

of degree

o; and

o > 0, for otherwise

by (27), G 0 would be 0((log z)~a) for all a > 0, which cona 0 -1
the obvious relation G 0 » (log z) T q . Thus í> is an algebraic poly-

tradicts

nomial of positive
follows

degree o with coefficients

in a logarithmic

from [9, Theorem II, p. 244] (by applying

field of rank p. It

this result

to, in the terminology

of [9, p. 246], the logarithmic quadruple (F, EQ(F), R, S ), where F = F(a, b)
and R is the set of real numbers),
over F(a, b) in which $(v)
tions

By,---,

that there exists

factors

B , each defined

completely.

a logarithmic

field of rank p

Hence there exist distinct

and meromorphic

in an element

func-

T oí Fia, b) such

that,

(30)

<DU)= Gr_a<avßiv-

lot all meromorphic
positive

integers

Iß.,*••,

functions

such that

B i is empty.)

Furthermore,

(32)

using the algorithms

be the subset

of A Q consisting

Hence clearly

we can choose

over F(a, fc).

from either

[9, §36] or [4, §5] that the M.

in [9, §28] or [4, §26].

Since ^(G,

for m < q.

(z, ;') of integers

of those

in 11, • • • , /}, with i £ j.

Let A

(z, /') for which 8m(M..) = 0 for m < a.

A > 2 so large that

(log^z)

B

—♦so for each /', and

(log z)*(B. - B.) —»oo for (z, j)£ A. If (z, j) £ AQ- A, and & is the smallest
nonnegative
otherwise

(3D.
choose

(33)
(34)

(35)

integer for which 8A\M...) ¿ 0, then we must have 8k(M..) < 0, for
M.. »

M. and M..»

M. (by (32)), which would obviously

contradict

Thus for ii, j) £ A0 - A, we have (log(jz)*(B. - By) — 0. Thus we can
an element

Ty in F(a, b) on which

|(log9z)AB.(z)| > 2 for / = 1, •. • , t,
|(log?z)x(B.(z) - By.(z))| > 2

Klog^tß/z)

.) =

show that for 1 < / < /»

f5m(B;.)= 5m(M;.)= 0

Let A . be the set of all pairs

my, ' " , m ate

if o= ß, then the set

M. and M of rank < p such that

Bf - B. ~ M¿;.

Since the B. are roots of $, it follows

0 for 77Z
< q, these algorithms

(Of course,

if 1 < ; < t and 1 < i < t and i /* j then by

monomials

B. ~ AT and

can be constructed

... iv-Btiz))mt

v = v(z) defined on T, where
2m. = o - ß.

§2(e) there exist logarithmic

(3D

Byizf1

for ii, j) £ A,

- B;(z))| < 1/4 for ii, j) £AQ-A.
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Now let u0 = (log9z)xt;0, BQ = 0 and, for 0 < /' < t, let W. = (logqz)xB..
since

G

>> (log z)

where d = a

(for a sufficiently

large choice

F(a, b), contained

in T., on which

(36)

- 1, it follows

directly

Now

from (27)

of a.) and (30), that there is an element

T2 in

\u0(z) - W0(z)|^|zz0(z) - WAz)\mi ■■■ \u0(z) - Wt(z)\mt < (1/2)CT.

Now let z

be a fixed element

that it is impossible
there exists

of T . Since

ß + Sttz. = a, it follows from (36)

that |zz0(Zj)- W.(Zj)| > 1/2 for each ; = 0, 1, • • ', t. Thus,

an index

772£ |0, 1, • • •, t\ (m depending

(37)

on Zj) such that,

|z20(zj) - Wm(zj)| < 1/2.

We assert

that, for this index m, we have

(38)

|z20(z) - Wjz)\
To prove (38), we assume

<1

that (38) fails

there is a curve in T2 joining z

z

in T

|zz0(z3)-Wm(z3)|

But as above,

for some point

and z , it follows

of |z2Q(z)- W (z)\, that for some point

09)

for all z in TT
z

in T . Since

from (37) and the continuity

we have

= l.

from (36), there is an index k, such that

(40)

\uA.z3)-Wk(z3)\< 1/2.

Clearly from (39) and (40), k 4 m and
(41)

|Wm(z3)-Wj(i(z3)|

We distinguish

three cases.

If neither

< 3/2.

k nor 772is zero, then by (34) and (41),

clearly (k, m) £ AQ- A. But from (39) and (40), we obtain \WJizJ - ^(z^l
I/2

contradicting

(41),

(35).

The second case is k = 0. Thus

\W (z )| < 3/2 which contradicts

(33) since

m 4 0. The final case

is

772= 0, so from (41), it would follow that |W,(z )| < 3/2 again contradicting
Thus (38) has been proved.

(42)
where

E(z)=z-1(logz)-1...(log„
0

We assert

(A4)

(33).

From (38) (and (28)), we see that for all z e T2,

|(zzz0'(z)/uz0(z))-E(z)| < l^!"1 ••• llog^^l-'llog,*!-*,

(43)

>

WAZA = 0, so from

that

m 4 0.

D?-

,z)~lB
1

.

772
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To prove (44), we assume

the contrary.

Then E(z) m 0. Letting

L(z) be a branch

of logwQ on T2, and noting that A > 2, it follows from (42) and Appendix Lemma

2 that if zQ is a fixed point on argz = (a + b)/2, lying in T2 and of sufficiently
large modulus,

then as a function of R, L(RzQ) is bounded on [l, + oo). Hence

wQ(RzQ) is bounded on [l, + oo) which clearly

contradicts

(13).

Thus (44) holds.

We now set

(45)

Um(w¿/w0)-E.

Since À was chosen so that (log z)*Bm —»», it follows from (42) and (43) that

U/E — 0. Thus, from (45),

m

w¿/w0 = Eil + oil)).

In view of (43) and (31), we thus have

(47)

Wq/w0 = z-Klog z)~l •••(logi..i*)-'1AIOT(l + oil)).

From the definition

of wQ we have

(48)

yo'/yo-K/^+tei/ßi),

where Q y is given by (6). If in (6), a. = 0 for 0 < ; < a - 1, then Q J = 0 and
since

M

is a logarithmic

from (48) and (47).

monomial, the conclusion

If not all a

w

of the lemma now follows

ate zero in (6), let n = mini/': a ¿0}.

Then,

e1'/e1~anz-1...(iognz)-1.

If n < q - 1, then since 8 .(M^) = 0 for / < a by (32), clearly from (47), (48) and
(49), we obtain

y0/y0 - N(l + o(l)), where N is the monomial on the right side of

(49), and hence we obtain the conclusion

of the lemma.

We are thus left with the

case n = q - 1. If Mm» 1, then by (47), (48) and (49), we obtain y¿/y0 =
A/.(l + o{l)), where N = z~
clusion

of the lemma.

• • • (log

Similarly,

,z)_ 1M , and again we have the con-

if Mm «

L, then we obtain

y'0/y0 = NU + oil)),

where N is the monomial on the right of (49) with n = a - 1, and again the lemma
is proved.

constant

The final possibility

for M is that M % 1.

(50)

y0'/y0 = z-1 - •• (logi_ 1z)-1(c+

Thus if c + a
c + a

Thus Mm = c for some

c ¡¿'0. Since 72= a - 1, we obtain from (47), (48), (49),

<xq_y + o(D).

, £ 0, we obtain the conclusion of the lemma.
9-1
■/=■
0, and so the proof of the lemma will be complete.

contrary so c = - a
it follows directly

..

Since a

We now show that
We assume

is a nonzero real number, so is c.

from the representation

the

If c < 0,

(47) and [7, §103] that for all real a,
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(log z) 227. —>0 over F(a, b).
possibility

This clearly

is that c > 0. In this case,

We set, iff = (log _jz)~c

contradicts

(13).

The remaining

we have by (12) that wQ «

(log

.z)c

.

Wq>so iff —>0, and in view of (47), we have iff -

0/r'/W)= 0, where

W= (c/2)z- » ... (log?_ jz)- Hi + o( I)).
Since

iff —' 0 and wQ —*oo (by (13)), there exists

which 0 < |^| < 1 and W is nowhere zero.
closed

sector,

T

tion which is analytic

and bounded on such a sector and satisfies

c > 0 is also impossible
9. Lemma D. Assume

This contradicts

8 = (b - a)/A

the equation

the existence

of ip, so the

and the proof of the lemma is now complete.

§6, and in addition,

assume

that yQ is power-compar-

able with all logarithmic

monomials of rank < p over F(a, b).

sesses

p-exponent

a noniogarithmic

a

c > 0, it follows from [8, §73(b)] that the only func-

y - (y /W) = 0, is the zero function.

sequence

N(z) of rank < p, such that

Then if yQ pos-

of length > 1 over F(a, b), then

there exist in an element of F(a, b), an analytic
monomial

in F(a, b) on

T^ contains

cpQ- 8 < arg(z - xQ) < rpQ + S, where <p0 = (a + b)/2,

and argx0 = cpQ. But since

case

an element

Clearly (see §2(a)),

function

V(z) = N(z)(l

V(z) and a logarithmic

+ o(l)) over F(a, b) and yQ =

exp/V.
Proof.
the result

analytic

Let (an, • • •, a ) be the p-exponent
follows

from Lemma C.

If a

sequence

= - oo, we set

by Lemma B). Then it is easy to see that

of Lemma C having p-exponent
to z20i the conclusion

sequence

immediately

for yQ. If a

Z2Q= l/y0

u0 satisfies

(which is

the hypothesis

(- aQ, • • •, - a ). Applying

follows

= + oo,

Lemma C

for y .

10. General hypothesis (for §§11—13). In addition to the hypothesis of §6,
we further assume

that y0 is power-comparable

of rank < p + 1, and that yQ possesses

with all logarithmic

a logarithmic

p-exponent

monomials

sequence

(a0, • • •, a ). Let Q be as in (5) and let wQ = yQ /Q. Let 6 be the operator 6

defined in §2(d).
11. Lemma E. Assz27?ze§10.

Then: (a) There exist

set D of ordered pairs of nonnegative

integers,

c2 > 0, a finite nonempty

and a nonzero

constant

c, . for

each (k, j) e D, such that

(51)

£

c, zz^(02*oy=O((log zf'2)

over F(a, b).

(k,j)eD

(b) It is impossible that wQ » (log
Proof.

jZ)a for all a > 0.

In view of §6, it is clear that wQ is a solution

of an equation

(14),

.
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whose coefficients

are given by (16).

Furthermore,

since

(4) holds for y0, clearly

(12) holds for a = p + 1. Thus, defining a"0,•••, d , J0,'",
}p as in (17)-(20),
it follows that (25) holds when a - 1 = rp. Since a,k]m. - '/ = d m tot 0 —
< m—
< pr it
ik, ;)e /,,, it follows from (25) for a - 1 = p, that

(52)

£

ckjil + Ft;.)^(ö^0V = OHlogpz)'tl).

(k,i)ejp

Since the Ekj belong to a logarithmic

field of rank p, and are «

1, it follows

from (iii) of §2(e) that for some S > 0, E, . « (log z)- S fot all (k, j) £ I.. Let
f2 = minie , S/2Î. Since (12) holds for a - 1 = p, so do (21) and (22). Choosing
the arbitrary e > 0 in (21) and (22) so that ik + j) £ < 8 - f, for all (k, j) £ ] , it
follows that E¿/u^(&z>0)7' " °((logpz)
To prove (b), we assume

2) a"d s0 (5D follows from (52) taking

the contrary,

i.e.

zz/Q»

(logp^z)

for all a > 0.

Let n = max|& + /: (k, j) £ D] and let / be the set of (k, j) in D with k + j = n.
Since
clearly

y0 is power-comparable

with all monomials

true of wQ. Thus if in (51), we divide

it follows

from Appendix

of rank < p + 1, the same is

by w" and isolate

Lemma 5 and our assumption

the terms of /,

about wQ, that for all

a > 0,
(53)

Z. cfe;.7^;0
= o((logp +1z)"a),
(k.j)el

The left side of (53) is a polynomial

the degree of this polynomial,
2m + 1, it follows

(with constant

then clearly

from Appendix

where vQ = dwQ/wQ.
coefficients)

Appendix

c/>(z) = (log

,z)"

large modulus,

where K is a positive

constant

exp(U(RzQ))

V = - U, then by (54),

independent

ate bounded
follows

But since

). Let À = c + id where
,z).

From

of R.

Thus as functions

on [l, + oo). Since by assumption,

of R, UiRz )
|zí'0(P.z0)|—•

that we must have

c > 0. Now if we set

V(RzQ) and hence exp(V(Rz0))

are bounded functions

on [l, + oo). From this it follows

(55)

), that

that if zQ is a fixed point with arg zQ = (a + ¿0/2,

\UiRz0)- Uiz0)\SKUog^Jznl)-1,

+ oo as R —♦ + oo, it easily

m+

then for R > 1,

(54)
and hence

.j2)

let L be a branch of log wQ and let U = L —À(log

Lemma 2, it follows

of sufficiently

If ítz is

m > 0, and in view of (53) for a =

Lemma 1 (using

there is a complex root A such that vQ —A = O((log
c and d ate real,

in fQ.

K^ogpiRzA^

that for some constant

<\w0iRz0)\

(12) holds for q - 1 = p, and since

Ky > 0, we have

forallR>l.
c > 0, we have

wQ «

(log z)c

of R
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contradicts

(55).

12. Lemma F. Assume
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This proves part (b).

§10.

Then there exists

a real number ß, such that

over F(a, b),

(56)

(\°gp+iz)ß-€ « w0 « (iogp +1z)ß+e for all e > 0.
Proof.

Let uQ = l/y0.

Then zzQ is analytic

it is easy to see that uQ satisfies

over F(a, b) by Lemma B, and

§10 with p-exponent

sequence

(- an, • • •,

- a ). Thus if Vq = Qu. (where Q is as in (5)), we have by Lemma E, part (b),

that it is impossible
impossible

that vQ »

that zzz0»

comparability

(log

(^°gb.iz)

of iz/_ with all monomials

all real a for which wQ «

f°c all a > 0, in addition

jZ)a for all a > 0. But clearly
(log

,2)a,

to it being

vQ = l/wQ,

of rank < p + 1, it follows

so by the

that the set of

is nonempty and bounded from below, and

(56) holds if ß is the infimum of this set.
13. Lemma G. Assume

§10.

T¿e7z there exists

a logarithmic

monomial M of

rank < p + 1 such that yQ ~ M over F(a, b).
Proof.

We assume

the contrary.

Then clearly

for every monomial M of rank

< p + 1, we must have

(57)

2*0/zVl—»0 or oo over F(zz, b).

(If (57) failed for some M, then wQ «
parability,

Wq%: M and hence,

M and w »

y. -v. cQM tot some constant

Lemma B, let L(z) be an analytic

We may assume

that on Tj,

if a is a real number.

(58)

\z\ > e (0) (see §2(b)),

The proof of this assertion

it.

to the proof of [2, statement

wQ satisfies

an equation

gk. belong to a field of rank p.

X and o be respectively

Let / = mini/: gk-¿

polynomial

0

= 0.

the minimum and maximum of \k: g,

in Lemma C), there is a logarithmic

of the form

the equation

XígAj.z/(2z/)'-<:/>í|

the algebraic

T2

zero on T2.

is almost identical
sketch

for some k\, so in view of (57), wQ satisfies

consider

and we will use the notation

in Tj, such that,

(30), p. 271], and so we simply

Letting

In view of
Tj of F(a, b).

We now show that there is an element

Wq is nowhere

(14), whose coefficients

so by com-

c 4 0.)

branch of log wQ on an element

2zzn for exp(aL)

of F(a, b), contained

M ate both false,

í>(v) = ^k-\8ktv

£ 0!, we

' Using [9, Theorem II] (as

field of rank p in which 0 factors

completely.
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Letting

Bj, • • •, B

there is an element

be the distinct

nonzero roots of í>, it follows

T, of F(a, b) on which g

is nowhere

from (57) that

zero,

and

|l - (B.(z)/wQ(z))\ > 1/2 for /' = 1, • • •, q. Letting T2 be an element of F(a, b)
contained

in Tj and T , it is easy to see that (58) holds.

In view of (58), we will let Lj(z)
T2, and we will use the notation,
We return now to inequality

be a fixed analytic branch of logdwQ in

(dw0)a fot exp(aLj)

if a is a real number.

(51) and let ß be as in (56).

We define

(59)

y = max \ß(k + j) - j: (k, j) e D\,

(60)

A = K*. /): (A. /) e D and ß(k + j) - j = y\.

From (56) and §2(d), we have
(61)

$w0 « (logp+1z)ß+e-l

By choosing

the arbitrary

from (51) and the definition

(62)

Ç

for all t > 0, over F(z2, b).

£ > 0 in (56) and (61) sufficiently

small, it is clear

of A, that there is an fj > 0 such that

ckjwk0(6w0)>
= 0((log<,+jz)r~f3)

over F(a, b).

(*,/)eA

Clearly,

from (60), if (k, j) and (k , ;'j) are distinct

iL + /j.

Let (k., /j), • • •, (kn, jn) be the distinct

elements
elements

of A, then k + j 4
of A, so arranged

that if q. = k{ + ji then q j < q2 < • • • < q . Letting c{ denote ck . , (62) may be
written

(63)

¿c,%¿~,!(^0),¿=O(aogp+1z)y"e3)

over Fia, b).

2= 1

At this point, we observe

that

(64) If A has only one element (i.e. 72= 1), then ;'j > 0. To see this, we

note that if 72= 1 but /. = 0, then from (63) and the fact that y = ßqx, it would
follow that by choosing e in (56) sufficiently
contradicting

the fact that Cj isa

small, we would obtain Cj —»'0

nonzero constant.

Since /. = ßq. - y, we may write (63) as

(65)

«#(0«/or *E(t/0) = 0((logp+1*)y-£3),

where
72

(66)

v0 = wl-Hdwjß

and Eiv) = £ c{v «'.
2=1

Clearly vQ = wQ if ß = 0. If ß 4 0, set
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(67)
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gW = ((1//3) - 1)LU) + L yiz), so v0 = expißg),

where L and L.

are the fixed branches

of logiza, and logdw.

respectively.

Now

set

(68)

V=ßwl/ß = ß expiL/ß).

Thus,

(69)

6V= expigiz))= wtf'Û- HOwA,if ß 4 fj.

Finally,

let p., • • •, p be the distinct

multiplicity «..

nonzero roots of E (if any), with p. of

Let P0 = 0 and m0 = a .

As in [2, pp. 274-279], we will distinguish the two cases y > 0 and y < 0,
and in each case, we will distinguish

subcases

proof that each case leads to a contradiction

according to the sign of ß.

is almost identical

The

to the corre-

sponding proof in [2], and hence we will simply sketch these proofs.
Case I. y > 0. By choosing e sufficiently

from (65) that E(v0) = O((logfi jz)

small in (56) and (61), we have

4) for some e. > 0. Thus from Appendix

Lemma 1, there is an index k, such that

(70)

vo~rlk

= °^°Bp+iz'

5''

*or some f5 > 0.

If ß = 0, then (70) is impossible by (57) (if pk ¿ 0) and by (56) (if pk = 0). If
ß ¿0, then ß > 0 since ß > /'„/?„•

If p¿ = 0 in (70), then from (69), dV =

•f-Jß
0((logö
diction

,z)

'

of (56).

).

Applying Appendix Lemma 3 and (68), we obtain a contra-

The other possibility

in (70) is that pk /= 0. We now argue as on

p. 275 of [2]. Setting <p = vQ - pfe and choosing a branch A(z) of log(pfc +•z) on
\z\ < lpt1» "c set W = exp(A/ß).
Using the power series expansion for W, (70),
(67), (69), it follows as on [2, p. 275], that there is a nonzero complex number A.
-i
*

such that if U = V - ^41°gi,+i2> then ^u " °((lo8p+iz)
Lemma 3, we obtain
a contradiction

V/(A4log

)• From Appendix

yZ) —» 1. Applying Appendix Lemma 4, we obtain

of (57), so Case I is complete.

Case IL y < 0. We let o = - y so o > 0. From (66), we observe that

(71)

IVol = l^rAr/-

We distinguish

the three subcases

/3 > 0, ß < 0 and ß = 0.

Subcase A. ß > 0. From (65) and (71), it follows that by choosing e in (56)
sufficiently

small, we obtain,

\vJ^

Fia, b), where K and e4 are positive

"|E(f0)|

< K|log

constants.

.z|

4 on some element of

Since qy + io/ß)

> 0, it thus

follows from Appendix Lemma 1, that (70) holds for some root pfe. Since ß > 0
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here, the proof proceeds

exactly

as in Case I to show that both p. = 0 and p, 4 0

are impossible.

Subcase B. ß < 0. Set 7/ = - ß so r¡ > 0. From (65) and (71), it follows by
choosing

e sufficiently

(72)

small in (56), that (65) may be written

\v0U)\-*\vA.z)-pl\mi••• hU)-p,f'<|logp

on some element

+jzf£4,

S2 of F(a, b), where e > 0 and where k = (a/n) - q . (From

(64) and (60), A > 0.) As in [2, pp. 276-277], we choose positive numbers, 8, K
and KQsuch that, |p¿ - p.\ > 8 if i 4f, \p.\>8 tot each /' > 1, |p.| < K*for each

j > 1, K0> 3/(28) and 2K2 - K*KQ- 1 > 0. Let S3 be an element of F(a, b),
contained

in S2, on which

(73)

|logp+izff4<(l/2K0)X+ml+-"+n\

There are now two possibilities.
Possibility

1. There exists

that |f 0(2j) - p. | < l/2KQ.

a point z

in 5

and an index k, 1 < k < t, such

In view of (72) and (73), it follows exactly as on p.

277 of [2] that for this index k, (70) holds for some €, > 0. Since pfc 4 0 and
ß 4'0, the proof now proceeds

exactly

as in the last part of Case I, to obtain a

contradiction of (57).

Possibility

2. If Possibility

1 fails, then from (72), it follows that

|v0(z)|~x < Kj I log<,+12l 4 on S3 for some K%> 0. Since A > 0 and /8 < 0, it
now follows from (66) and (69) that dV = 0((log
ing Appendix

Lemma 3, and using (68) (noting

jZ)

5) for some f 5 > 0. Apply-

that ß < 0), we obtain

a contradic-

tion of (56).
Subcase
monomials

wQ »

C. ß = 0, so v0 = zzzn. From the comparability
of rank < p + 1, together

1 or wQ «

of wQ with all

(57), it follows

that either

1.

Case (a). wQ »
that a=j

with assumption

I. Since

vQ = 2zz0,it follows easily

from (65) (and the fact

since ß = 0), that if we let U = i2/-j+1/(£+ 1), where £= (r/n - a)/a,

then

(74)

0(7= <X(logp+1zf ~f3 ^

From Appendix

(a + b)/2

Lemma 2, it follows

and of sufficiently

tion of R on [l, + »).

m/0 »

and £>0.

that if zQ is a fixed point with argzQ =

large modulus,

then \U(RzQ)\ is bounded

Since £> 0, this clearly

contradicts

as a func-

the assumption

1 over F(zi, b).

Case (b). wQ « 1. In this case it follows from (65) that if U = ti>¿+1/(£+ 1),

SOLUTIONSOF ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
where £= (a

- o)/o, then (74) again holds.

Thus there exist
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K > 0 and an ele-

ment T in Fia, b) such that

(75)

|W/|<K|logp+1zf

and \z\ > e

l"i3/0" on T,

j(0) for all z in T. Now let Zy be any point in T with argZj

=

(a + ¿>)/2. By Appendix Lemma 2,

(76)

|(i(Rz1)-í/U1)|<(Wí3)(log<,+1|z1|)"Í3

But since

w0«l,

clearly

(Ko/e3)(logp+1|z1|)"

3

°

\UiRzy)\ — 0 as

P.-.

for all P. >1.
+ «,, so

|t/(zj)|

<

. Since ¿> 0, it follows that if we set f4 = f}/ff(C+ 1),

then (4 > 0 and for any point Zy in T with argZj = (a + £>)/2, we have

(77)

\w0izy)\<HC+ l)Ko/<A^+»ilogp

+y\zy\)~U.

-e Ii
But ß = 0, so by (56), w0 » i^°gp+iz)
E(a, b), contained in T, we have

(78)

« Thus on some element

T„ of

KU)| > |logp+1zff4/2.

Now p is a fixed positive

there is a positive

(79)

integer,

and it is easy to prove (by induction

number R(p) such that

llog,>+i*l< 2(logp+iU|)

Since

on p) that

Tn contains

for |arg z\ < n and \z\ > Rip).

points z , with argz

= (a + b)/2 and |z.|

arbitrarily

large,

it is clear that (77), (78) and (79) would yield the fact that for such points z ,
(log

i

isf4/2

•

j|z

|) 4

is bounded

which is of course

absurd.

Thus Case (b) has also

led to a contradiction.

Hence every case has led to a contradiction
14. Proof of the main result

(§3).

and this proves Lemma G.

The first statement

lows from Lemma B (§7) and the remark following it.
conclusion

follows from [2, §3], so we may assume

possesses

a p-exponent

clusion

sequence
sequence

p > 1. By Lemma A (§5), y0

is non logarithmic,

is logarithmic,

the rest of the conclusion

(i.e. part (A) of the conclusion

holds).

holds),

so we may assume

the rest of the conclusion

follows from Lemma D (§9) (i.e. (B) of the conclusion
sequence

fol-

of some length a. If a = 0, the rest of the con-

follows from [l, §3] (i.e. (B) of the conclusion

a > 1. If the p-exponent

of the conclusion

If p = 0, the rest of the

holds).

If the p-exponent

follows from Lemma G (§13)
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15. Remarks. (1) We consider

three types of functions

in an element of F(a, b). (i) f nowhere zero and / = o(z-a)
F(a, b); (ii) for all a > 0, z"af

/ which are analytic

for all a > 0 over

—>oo over F(a, b); (iii) for some logarithmic

monomial M, / ~ M over F(a, b). We show that each such function
parable with all logarithmic

monomials over F(a, b). For (i), let L be an analytic

branch of log/ and let 72be a positive

z%L/n

integer.

Since za"f

—»0, clearly,

__ q ovet F(ß> è) for all a > 0> By [3> §?]f ¡t follows that eL/n << z-a

fot all a > 0 over F(a, b), proving the conclusion.
(i).

is power-com-

For (iii), let M have the form (2). Clearly,

Case (ii) follows from Case

there is an analytic

log/ in some element of F(a, b), and let 72be a positive

integer.

branch L of

The conclusion

will easily follow if we can show
(80)

z" a°/n(log

z)~ ai/n

...

(logpz)~ V"

eUn

* 1

over F(a, b).

To prove (80), denote by E the left side of (80). Since / ~ M, clearly En ^ K
where K is the nonzero constant

in (2).

By Appendix Lemma 1, there is an 72th

root of K, call it A, such that E —»A over F(a, b). Let G - E - A, so G —»0.
Let En = K+ H, where H «

I. Substituting

(G + A)" into this relation

for En

and expanding, it follows from [7, §33] that G « I. Thus E ~ A and (80) is
proved.
(2) We construct
which over F(-n,

an example of a function, analytic

rr), is power-comparable

which is neither ~ to a logarithmic
where N is a logarithmic

on which

A = 2en.

To proceed,

\z\ > en, and let zQ e T. Let F(z)=

where

monomials,

but

monomial nor of the form exp /zV(z)(l + o(l)),

monomial.

[3, §4], it follows that F « z'a
exp(z'logz),

in an element of F(-n,7r),

with all logarithmic

let T be an element of F(—n, it)

exp/*

- £-1(logO<on

T. From

tot all a > 0 over F(-n, n). Let G(z) =

i2 = - 1 and z1 = exp(z'(log z)).

Then |G(z)| < |z|X on T, where

Hence if we set H = FG, then H is nowhere zero on T and H = o(z~

)

over F(-7T, 77)for all a > 0. From (i) in Remark (1) above, H is power comparable
with all logarithmic monomials and clearly H is not ~ to any logarithmic monomial
over F(-?t, 77). It remains to prove that H is not of the form exp/zV(z)(l
where N is a logarithmic

monomial and E —»0 over F(-n,

+ E(z)),

rr). If we assume the

contrary for some monomial N, we would have

(81)

iz* = 1 - (z'/log z) + Alog z)~ xNiz)(1 + Eiz)).

Since one of the relations,

hold over F(-n,

N»

z~ (logz),

N * z~

(logz),

zV«

z"

(Iogz),

must

77), it would follow from (81) that z —»00 or z —»c for some con-

stant c, over F(-77,77), which is absurd.
(3) In [2], the printer omitted the constant

c _ . . which should appear

SOLUTIONSOF ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
immediately

after the summation
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signs in (15) and (19) on p. 269 of [2]. In addi-

tion, w. should be w' in (19).

16. Appendix.
Lemma 1. Let A,,**4,
m

be positive

À be a > 1 distinct

real numbers.

complex numbers and let m.,">,

Let <p(z) a72a*vAz)

be analytic

functions

in an ele-

ment T of Fia, b), such that rp —»0 over Fia, b) and such that for some X. > 0,

(Al)

|t70(Z)_ Xyf1 . . . \v0iz) - \qCq < K,1<pU)| 072T.

Then there exist

K > 0, T

£ F(a, b) and an index t, 1 < t < a, such that \vAz)-

A,l< K2\<PÍz)\l m'onTy.
Proof.

The proof is identical

with rp(z) replacing

to the proof of [2, Appendix Lemma 1, p. 281 ]

(logz)~e.

Lemma 2. Let Viz) be analytic

in an element T of Fia, h), and let e> 0,

K > 0 and a > 1 be such that on T,

(A2)

|V'U)| SKH"1 ... |log9_n.zl-'llog
i-e, zJ-»-«

Then for any point z

in T with argz

= (a + b)/2 and \z \ > e (0), we have

\ViRZy)- ViZy)\< iK/e)ilogq UJ)"6 for all R > 1.
Proof.

The proof follows

easily

from the fact that

if r > 1 and / < q, and the fundamental
Lemma 3. Let Viz) be analytic
property

that

llog.rZjl

> logjrz

| > 0

theorem of calculus.
in an element

T of Fia, b), where T has the

\z\ > e (0) for all z in T, and let f > 0 and K > 0 be such that on

T, we have

(A3)

|V'(z)|^KH^Ilogzl-1 ... Ilog^l-Mlog^*!-«.
i

Then there exists

a number e', with 0 < e'<

1, such that

V = 0((log6

12) "

)

over Fia, b).
Proof.

The proof follows exactly along the lines of [2, Appendix Lemma 3,

p. 282], where it was proved for the case
Lemma 4. Let wJz)

be analytic

and let Liz) be a branch of logwQ.

nonzero
V(z)/cjlog

real number.

p = 0.

and nowhere zero in an element of Fia, b),
Let Viz) = /S(exp(L(z)/jS)),

Then if for some nonzero

constant

z —> 1 oi/er Fia, b), then there is a nonzero

w0iz)/c2ilogp+yzY3—,

1 over F(a, b).

c,

where ß is a

we have

constant

c2 such that
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Proof.

The proof follows exactly

along the lines of [2, Appendix Lemma 4,

p. 283], where it was proved for the case
Lemma 5. Let q be a positive

p = 0.

integer,

and let wAz)

tion in an element of F(a, b), which is power-comparable
monomials
wQ »

of rank < q over F(a, b).

(log z)

over F(a, b).

Suppose

be a meromorphic funcwith all logarithmic

that for every a > 0, it is true that

Then if j and m are nonnegative

integers

with j < m,

we have

(A4)

(u/J)'/wm . o(z-''(log z)-'

... (log4_ jz)-'(log9z)-a)

for all a > 0 over F(a, b).
Proof.

For / = 0, the result clearly holds, so we may assume

be a branch of log2i>0, and let £ = (772
- /)//.
(A5)

(22-0')V<

Let 72be a positive

= (i^0'/e(1+e)L)''.

integer such that

I/72 < (, and let a > 0. Choose

that a. < /(A + 1). From the hypothesis,
e

/> 1. Let L

Thus e > 0, and

clearly

e

(log9z)~

A > 0 so

—»00, and since

is comparable with (log z}) we must have eL/n » (log z)xover F(a, b). Thus if

f=(logqzY-e-L/n,

then /«

1 over F(a, b). Hence (see §2(d)), we have 0q+1f«

over F(zz, b). Calculating
exp(((l/n)-()L),

(A6)

d

1

J, and using the fact that each of the functions,

(Ioggz)(a/')-(x+1)

À/,

tends to zero over F(a, b), it easily follows that

e-(Uf)L((99z2/0)(log9z)a/'

—0

ovet F(a. b).

In view of (A5), we thus obtain (A4).
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